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Abstract 

My paper aims to sketch to idea of a pandemic society, i.e. to emphasize the link among 

“network”, “technology” and “pandemic” as potential characterization of our society. In 

particular, I will try to clarify in what sense the network society (according to Manuel 

Castells’ definition) equates to a techno-society or Gestell-society, rather a mere 

technological society. By “Gestell-society” (according to Heidegger’s definition of 

technology as Gestell) I mean a social and epochal framework within which technology 

emerges as the “subject of history” (Günther Anders).  

Starting from these assumptions I will also try to clarify why its constitutive technological 

vocation could transform the network society – i.e., a globalized network society – into a 

pandemic society: an ideal incubator of pandemic phenomena. If the homologation/

homogenization emerges as the necessary premise of a safe globalized interconnection, 

then in the shell of the network society could hide the seed of an anesthetized society. In 

particular axiologically anesthetized, i.e. a society entirely inspired to the performance 

principle and the logic of efficiency.  

As a result, the real face of the pandemic society proves to be that of a unary society: a 

social and epochal framework immunized against the difference/otherness. The unary 

society gives birth to something near to Byung-Chul Han’s “transparency society”: an 

“inferno of the same”, where the Other turns into an Alien and finally, as Alien, into an 

Enemy. The real virus from which a pandemic society has to defend itself is the difference.  
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